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How do you create a high 

performing culture? 

Three leadership strategies:



What is a successful difficult conversation?

1. Creates positive change

2. Quickly (3 or less conversations)

3. Kindly



These issues are invisible blocks to school improvement

Common issues:
1. Policies not being followed (e.g. marking)

2. Lateness (TA)

3. Unhelpful receptionist

4. Caretaker

5. Someone who wears their ‘special face’ (you know the one)

Common approaches
 Avoiding

 Having unsuccessful difficult conversations

 Don’t see the one’s we need to have



We’ll look at

1. The critical components for success

2. Quick tips to increase success

3. Why successful difficult conversations are so important



There are three common 

problems in difficult 

conversations which are 

overcome when three 

core components are in 

place:
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EmotionsTrust
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Unclear 

message
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Avoid the biggest mistake: open your conversation well

I, issue, the outcome

Low-level difficult conversations

 “I notice you have been late four times over the last two weeks and the 

school needs you to be ready to work at 8:30am every day.”

Mid-level difficult conversations (performance issues)

 “I’ve seen from your data that your class are not making the expected 

level of progress and I need you to find a way to ensure that they all make 

at least expected progress by the end of the school year.”

High-level difficult conversations (staff conduct)

 “I feel you can come across as rude to parents at times and I would like 

you to express yourself in a positive manner throughout the school day, 

especially to parents.”



This mistake within the mistake

 No outcome

 The solution siren: A solution instead of an outcome

 Getting stuck in the ‘swamp of issues’

 Having an outcome:

 Reduces the likelihood of the issue dragging on

 Stops the conversation being pulled off track

 Increases the chance of success
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Three levels of issue and benefit to having successful

difficult conversations

1. Fix the issue - Core leadership and management skill

2. Costs you £25k-£50k, 1-2 FTE

3. Energy



Think of two issues in your school.

For each write the following:

The job role The issue The emotion *

1.
Teaching 

assistant

Frequently late to class

e.g.

Anger

Frustration

Disappointment

2.



Successful difficult conversations are needed 

because:

 They are a barrier to school improvement

 Money is being wasted, the equivalent of at least 1FTE!

 Time is being lost to these issues.

 Energy is being drained which could be spent on improving your 

school.

 Behaviour over time creates culture
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Questions



Moving to Outstanding 2019:

Best practice from recently Outstanding 

Headteachers

When:  Friday 14th June 2018

Where:  Friends House, Euston Road, London, NW1 2BJ

Full details at:

https://ukheadsup.com/events/m2o2019/


